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How to Transfer Photos from iPhone to iPad Wirelessly?
iPhone 4s gives 8 megapixels and all-new optics, this might be the best camera ever on a mobile phone. iPhone users may find it is very convenient to take
photos and pictures with their iPhone anywhere on the go. When it comes to having fun with photos, there's no better device than iPhone. But for blogging,
an iPad is much better than an iPhone. How about iPhone to take pictures to show up on iPad for sharing on blogs and websites? Exactly how to transfer
photos from iPhone to iPad?
There are many apps to help you sync between your iPhone, iPad and computer. But most of them need a computer and USB cable, the way iTunes does.
Socusoft Wireless Transfer is an awesome app to transfer photos from iPhone to iPad, or vice versa. Most important of all, this iPhone iPad transfer photo
software can connect your iPhone and iPad through Wifi and quickly move your photos and pictures between your iOS devices on the fly. This iOS photo
transfer app is so easy to use, I think any iPhone owner will enjoy.

We will introduce a faster way transferring pictures from iPhone to iPad wirelessly in this tutorial.

1. Download Wireless Transfer App from App Store to both your iPhone and iPad
You only need to pay once for the app while use it on all your iOS devices. iPhone/iPad Wireless Transfer App Download.
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2. Connect your iPhone and iPad to the same Wifi network
Unlike other iOS sync software that requires a computer and cables, this iPhone to iPad photo transfer app can make use of a wifi network to copy/move
photos from iPhone to iPad, or vice versa.

3. Run the photos transfer app on both iPhone and iPad
Tap the "Receive" button from the main interface of the photo transfer software on your iPad. Then you will find your iPhone is displayed on your iPad, you
can tap to access your iPhone photo library right on your iPad.

4. Transferring photos from iPhone to iPad Wirelessly

Now you see all the photos on your iPhone from your iPad, browse through the iPhone photos and albums on your iPad and select those you like to
download/copy from your iPhone to iPad. Transferring pictures from iPhone to iPad is just that easy.
Now you know how to transfer photos from iPhone to iPad wirelessly over Wi-fi. Enjoy!
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